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요 약

Nowadays agriculture plays a crucial role in the economic growth of every country in the world. To improve the quality and productivity, farmers and ranchers need more information related to their products such as weather forecast, farming guide and market demand and so on. This information comes from various sources such as remote sensor, forecasting system, market analytics report. Previous statistic methods are not suitable to analyze such a large amount of heterogeneous data and provide an accurate result. In this paper, we propose a new design of Spark based big data analysis platform in order to enhance the performance of analyzing more accurate prediction of corps.

1. Introduction

There are some factors from the environment concerning to growing of plant such as temperature, moisture, rain, windy. The sudden changing of climate effects to the productivity of crop; therefore, we must adjust appropriately the cultivation for the those changing. For example, when having a changing of forecasting we will adjust the water discharge of the pump automatically for the good growing of potato. To produce the prediction, we must analyze the data in history of the cultivation, which updated by the manager after each crop. This data had accumulated in several years ago as Big data, which challenges for traditional agriculture platform.

Recently, there are several platforms for big data analyzing and processing in agriculture [1, 2]. In which, they use MapReduce [4] techniques in Hadoop to analyze the agricultural data. Hadoop is a good big data platform with MapReduce techniques, it also supports for parallel computation. In reality, analyzing the historical data with MapReduce spends a lot of time to fetch data from hard disk. This is disadvantage of Hadoop in execution iterative application. In this paper, we propose a new design that will accumulate the data from many sources such as sensor, forecasting system, open government data system and process this data to indicate a desire result. That is a Spark based big data analysis platform in order to enhance the performance of analyzing more accurate prediction of corps.

The remainder of this paper is as follow: in Section 2 we describe proposed system architecture include Data Collection, Data Management, and Data Analyzing. We present the case study of the problem above in Section 3 and finally Section 4 we will make a conclusion for overall article.

2. Proposed System

We propose a system that will accumulate various data from the remote sensor of farms such as temperature, humidity, water consumption, the data from forecasting system such as temperature, sunshine, moisture, windy, rainy and so on. Moreover, other data source such as open government data, restaurant, and supermarket. After that, we will analyze the data in history to suggest association rules. A good rule will be selected based on input information for water discharge. In this paper, we focus on the combination and analyzing data in history by RDD operation [5] on Spark Apache with APOKRI algorithm. At the currently, Hadoop Apache had already in Big data
processing but the problem in Hadoop framework is that the speed of read and write operation are too slow. It means that each phase in MapReduce must read the input data from hard disk and write output data to hard disk when it finish. It spends a lot of time for data fetching on hard disk. Another framework to resolve this problem is Spark Apache, which improves the speed of read and write operation data in each phase of MapReduce. Instead of executing the operation on hard disk, it use in-memory approach to speed up the performance.

The overall concept of the proposed system is illustrated in Figure 1. The proposed system consists of three main components: Data Collection, Data Management and Data Analyzing.

![Figure 1: Agriculture Platform](image-url)

A. DATA COLLECTION COMPONENT

The first component is Data Collection which collects the data from many sources as the Figure 2.

![Figure 2: Data Collection Agent](image-url)

In a farm, many sensors are deployed to monitor the temperature, humidity, and water consumption. A large amount of unstructured data will be collected from these sensors and sent to our system everyday. Another data resource is forecasting system, which gathers the environment information such as temperature, humidity and sunlight. The changing of climate affects significantly to the crop and productivity. Hence, this information is important to select the good rule for water discharge after analyzing data in history. We also acquire the information from market and restaurant for the price, consumption of product. It helps us on demand computation for the product.

B. DATA MANAGEMENT

There are many data sources in our system, each of them giving a different type of data. All information is unstructured and raw. We need to organize it into a structured data set before putting to HDFS storage [6]. We need to summary them into a general dataset before putting into HDFS storage. We use HDFS for storage purposes. Hadoop Distributed File System is a distributed file system designed to run on commodity hardware. HDFS is highly fault-tolerant and is designed to be deployed on low-cost hardware. It provides high throughput access to application data and suitable for application that have large data sets. Also, it is reliable storage system with many large files across machine in a large cluster.

C. DATA ANALYZATION

The traditional analysis method is appropriate with small and concentrates of data. To process a large amount of data sets in daily and historical, big data analytics is a good choose in this case. Big data analytics is the process of examining large data sets containing a variety of data types to uncover hidden patterns, unknown correlations, market trends, customer preferences and other useful business information. Apache Spark integrates with MapReduce are as the representative of non-relational data analysis techniques and suitable for large-scale parallel processing. Apache Spark is a fast and general-purpose cluster computing system like Hadoop. The outstanding of Apache Spark is an in-memory data processing.

![Figure 3: Data Analyzing and Processing](image-url)

Figure 3 shows the flow of data analyzing, data processing and giving the output after predicting. We use MapReduce technique to divide jobs into the small task. It will be managed and assigned into many machines which take part into this system. Especially, our system runs on Apache Spark which uses RDD operation. In this, we will classify our data into many types, which data is most frequently and the other is less frequently. Many data concerning to history and sensor data is most frequently data. It will be loaded into the memory by RDD to speed up application. The output of Read Data/Analyze phase will be stored in memory. The input data of next phase has already in memory too. So that it will save the time to read/write data from hard disk instead of memory. This technique will speed up the application to 10 times with traditional MapReduce techniques.
3. Case study of big data analyzing in agriculture platform to adjust the water discharge

Assume that, we have a plan for potato, with four stages of growing, each stage includes many days. When having the changing of forecasting, the system will analyze and process data from history to give the best rule to adjust the water discharge at a time for the good growing of potato.

![Diagram of Proposed System](image)

**Figure 4: Proposed System**

Figure 4 shows the overview of the proposed system. In which, Data Accumulation will gather data from forecasting system and sensor. Data Processing will process historical data to give association rules and select the best rule based on output of Data Accumulation. Device Control will read the rule and make an instruction to adjust the pump.

To resolve this problem, we need to get the information from data sources and analyze data of history to find the association rules for water discharge. Table 1 shows the structure of data in history with any stages of growing, each stage includes many days. In this table, we save the selected value of each factor which is good for the growth of potato on each day. “Result” field indicate the good or bad value of growth, which updated by the manager each crop.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>day</th>
<th>temper (°C)</th>
<th>sun (%)</th>
<th>moisture (%)</th>
<th>rain (ml)</th>
<th>windy (km/h)</th>
<th>result</th>
<th>water (ml/m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>1250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1: Example of Statistic Data History*

input and write data to hard disk as output. So that it is not good in iterative application.

Apache Spark provides an in-memory method which keeps the frequent data in memory to reduce the time for data fetching from hard disk called RDD operation. So it is better than Hadoop Apache in iterative application execution.

![RDD Operation](image)

**Figure 4: RDD Operation**

Figure 4 shows in-memory method in our system. Frequent data has already fetched into memory as input of each phase. And the output after finishing task has stored into memory. This outstanding function makes application to run faster than another one with traditional MapReduce technique.

4. Conclusion

We propose a new design of Spark based big data analysis platform in order to enhance the performance of analyzing more accurate prediction of corps. Our system accumulates the data from many sources such as sensor, forecasting system, open government data system and process this data to indicate a desire result.
Through the case study of big data analyzing in agriculture platform to adjust the water discharge, we show the viability of our design. In the future work, we plan to deeply consider the algorithms for analyzing and processing data in agriculture to provide the solutions for increasing the productivity of the crop.
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